ORDINANCE NO. 2017-04
AN ORDINANCE OF THE BOROUGH OF HARVEY CEDARS, OCEAN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY AMENDING AND SUPPLEMENTING CHAPTER 13 OF THE REVISED GENERAL ORDINANCES OF THE BOROUGH OF HARVEY CEDARS, 1975, ENTITLED “ZONING” AS IT PERTAINS TO ZONING PERMIT FEES

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE BOROUGH OF HARVEY CEDARS, as follows:

Section 1. Section 13-16.2 entitled “Certificates and Permits” paragraph a.2 is hereby amended as follows:

(b) All new structures and relocation of existing structures – $250.00
(c) Major enlargements or renovations increasing habitable area by 25% or more – $225
(j) Paver/impervious coverage permit – $75.00

Section 2. Section 13-16.2 entitled “Certificates and Permits” paragraph (m).2(l) is hereby supplemented as follows:

(m) Pool & fence permit - $100.00

Section 3. This Ordinance repeals any inconsistent ordinance or ordinances or part of parts thereof.

Section 3. That if any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance is, for any reason, held to be unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this ordinance. The Borough Mayor and Commissioners hereby declare that they would have passed this ordinance, and each section, subsection, clause or phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, sentences, clauses and phrases be declared unconstitutional.

Section 4. This Ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its final passage and publication as required by law.

ADOPTED ON: February 21, 2017